
 It was my junior year of high school and I was at an all day     
wrestling tournament. As I sat in the stands between matches, 
I looked across the gym to the other side at the many butcher 
paper posters that were hanging on the wall cheering on the 
various teams that were competing. Only, I couldn’t read what 
they said. I turned to my mom and asked, “Can you read 
those signs on the wall over there?” 
 “Yes, can’t you?” she replied.       
 “No, I can’t see them clearly.”       
 That was it. The next week, I went to the optometrist and       
I’ve been wearing glasses ever since. 
 I often wonder what people did before the invention of       
glasses. There’s nothing more frustrating than not being able 
to see things clearly. 
 Up until last year, Jen had always had perfect vision.       
Reading up close and seeing things far away had never been 
an issue, that is, until her long-term Prednisone usage caused 
cataracts to develop in her 
eyes. She suddenly found it 
difficult to see her computer 
clearly and things at a distance 
were out of focus. 
 At first, her eye doctor       
didn’t want to give her 
prescription glasses, thinking 
that her vision would correct 
itself after she reduced the 
amount of Prednisone she was 
taking. But after several 
months with no change, she 
went back to the doctor and 
finally got prescription lenses. 
The glasses definitely helped, 
but not as much as we expected. 
 After several more months of       
fuzzy vision, Jen went back to 
the eye doctor and learned that 
her cataracts had grown and she was going to need surgery. 
 Two weeks ago, Jen had cataract surgery on her right eye       
and it’s made a HUGE difference. She no longer needs the 
glasses that she was using for distance vision. She’s still 
having difficulty seeing things close up though. We’re not sure 
if that’s just the normal vision adjustment that we all go 
through as we age, or if it’s a result of the cataract in her left 
eye causing her vision to be blurred. 
 The same day Jen had cataract surgery, I took Jacob and       
Joshua to see the optometrist.  
 Joshua started wearing glasses in elementary school       
while Jacob’s vision seemed to be fine until last fall, when he 
complained of not being able to see the board in class clearly. 
A quick eye exam revealed that he too needed glasses for 
distance. But his vision changed and he recently has 

complained again about not being able to see things at a 
distance clearly, even with his glasses. 
 The eye doctor confirmed what we had suspected. Both       
Jacob and Joshua needed new lenses as their old 
prescriptions were no longer adequate. 
 Because they’re active in running, we decided to let them       
get contact lenses so they would be able to see, not only in 
the classroom, but out on the trails as well. This past 
Saturday, they were able to run in their first invitational with 
contact lenses. 
 It’s amazing how much clear vision can affect our       
perspective and our demeanor. I was reminded of that 
recently via a Facebook video that went viral showing a 6 
month old baby’s reaction to getting glasses and being able to 
see clearly for the first time. You can check it out the whole 
story on YouTube at: https://youtu.be/cI1jBVD1OY0. 
 I’m finding that having a clear vision in ministry is       

important as well. For the last 
year and half, our vision has 
been impaired by the 
circumstances of life. It’s not that 
we don’t know what we want to 
see the Lord accomplish or even 
have some ideas about how to 
go about it, but it’s more like the 
circumstances of life have acted 
like a cataract, creating barriers 
out of our control that made it 
difficult to focus. 
 But the good news is that       
with Jen’s condition more stable 
than it’s been in the last 18 

months, we are finally beginning to 
see things more clearly and with 
more focus.  
 We’re excited to move         
forward on the journey the Lord 

has us on. There are still challenges and circumstances that 
are making our journey different than we had imagined but we 
are anxious to see how the Lord will use us to impact 
Millennials in Orange County and the surrounding Los 
Angeles area.  
 Thank you for journeying with us and for being our eyes       
even when we were not able to focus clearly. We are 
extremely grateful for you! 
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Jen no longer needs the distance glasses after 
having successful cataract surgery. Joshua (left) and 

Jacob are now able to see where they’re running. 
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